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An integrated environment
for risk analysis
Risk measurement and control have become indispensable tasks for any modern
organization. Risk-Lab offers business analysts and students an integrated
environment in which they can design, calibrate, execute and analyze Monte-Carlo
simulations for any model developed in MS Excel®. Being a portable application,
Risk-Lab is always ready to work in any PC connected to the web.
Risk-Lab is a stand-alone application that includes a wide
range of risk analysis tools and visualization procedures,
such as:
Monte-Carlo Simulations with any number of
assumptions and results.
Elasticity analysis
Multivarite regressions
Best-fit of historical data to statistical distributions
Histograms and confidence intervals
Visualization of multivariate copulas

Modeling assumptions
Risk-Lab contains an extensive library of probability distributions that make it
possible to conveniently model the uncertainty levels of a business model variables.
The user can configure the assumptions manually or, if data is available, let the
system do it automatically through a best-fit process.

“Risk-Lab allows us to perform
risk analysis for our investment
portfolios in record time.”
Banco de la Nación, Perú

A visual experience
Results presentation in Risk-Lab has been configured to allow a quick
interpretation and selection of indicators for decision-making. In addition,
the system has interactive tools and execution mode sspecially designed
to facilitate a clear explanation of the underlying techniques to a
non-expert audience.

Find more information at www.risk-o.com

The right decision-making tools
Risk-Lab provides objective answers to key questions of business risk
analysis, such as: which uncertain variables have more impact on the
results? What is possible range of fluctuation for the results under
unforeseen stress scenarios? Or what is the probability that the results
will be below a certain acceptable threshold for the company?
By using Monte-Carlo simulations on thousands of plausible scenarios,
Risk-Lab adds a layer of high-value analysis on any model created using
MS Excel®, the numerical package most commonly used by professional
analysts.
The use of Risk-Lab complements any quantitative study, avoids
allocating hours of work to simulate alternate scenarios and dramatically
reduces the operational risk and subjectivity of manual experimentation
with complex models.

Statistical configuration of an assumption variable

Result variable elasticities to changes in model assumptions

More options for
advanced users

Mutivariate regression: model assumptions explaining model results

Even though the system is able to operate with a high degree of automation,
Risk-Lab offers more advanced users the possibility to configure the analysis in
high detail and extract partial results that can then be used as inputs for other
calculations.
In this sense, the analyst can choose between different types of elliptic and
archimedian copulas to perform the simulations, set the random seeds so that
the simulation can be easily replicated, simulate spreadsheet cells that include
formulas, vary the levels of correlation among variables, manually recalibrate
the parameters of any distribution, etc.
Contact us today to request a demonstration at mail@risk-o.com

Risk-Lab applied to firm valuation and critical paths in Gantt charts
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